Abstract Voltage-sensing domains (VSDs) are integral membrane protein units that sense changes in membrane electric potential, and through the resulting conformational changes, regulate a specific function. VSDs confer voltagesensitivity to a large superfamily of membrane proteins that includes voltage-gated Na þ , K þ , Ca 2þ ,and H þ selective channels, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotidegated channels, and voltage-sensing phosphatases. VSDs consist of four transmembrane segments (termed S1 through S4). Their most salient structural feature is the highly conserved positions for charged residues in their sequences. S4 exhibits at least three conserved triplet repeats composed of one basic residue (mostly arginine) followed by two hydrophobic residues. These S4 basic side chains participate in a state-dependent internal salt-bridge network with at least four acidic residues in S1-S3. The signature of voltagedependent activation in electrophysiology experiments is a transient current (termed gating or sensing current) upon a change in applied membrane potential as the basic side chains in S4 move across the membrane electric field. Thus, the unique structural features of the VSD architecture allow for competing requirements: maintaining a series of stable transmembrane conformations, while allowing charge motion, as briefly reviewed here.
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Gating Currents and Their Molecular Origin
Excitable cells use changes in the membrane potential to relay information, in the form of electrical signals, resulting in cell activity. The notion that function regulated by the membrane potential requires a voltage-sensing mechanism embedded in the membrane was first introduced by Hodgkin and Huxley to describe the regulation of ion permeation by an applied membrane potential in the squid giant axon (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952) . The physical basis of cell excitability, as postulated by Hodgkin and Huxley, is the motion of charged particles within the membrane electric field upon a change in membrane potential leading to the opening and closing of ion channels. Direct evidence of the motion of these so-called gating (or sensing) charges was first reported by Armstrong and Bezanilla, Keynes and Rojas, and Schneider and Chandler, who established that macroscopic gating currents appear as a transient nonlinear capacitive component of the membrane current in voltageclamped experiments on the squid giant axon (Armstrong and Bezanilla 1973; Bezanilla and Armstrong 1974; Keynes and Rojas 1973) and frog skeletal muscle (Schneider and Chandler 1973) . Membrane depolarization was found to elicit an outward gating current, whereas repolarization generates an inward gating current (Fig. 1) .
The gating charge magnitude as a function of membrane potential (the so-called Q-V curve, see Fig. 1b ) is usually described by the corresponding ensemble average using a Boltzmann distribution over two states, denoted resting and activated, or including a small number of intermediate states. In the simple two-state case it is expressed as (Hille 2001 )
where Q 0 is the maximum gating charge, V 1=2 is the midpoint potential, and z is a charge equivalent. The measured charge displacement is given by
where q i represent the magnitude of the actual atomic charges, d i is the corresponding fraction of the membrane electric field they traverse, and the sum is over all the charged atoms involved in the gating transition. The first sequencing and cloning of a voltage-dependent membrane protein was the voltage-gated Na þ (Na V ) channel from Electrophorus electricus (Noda et al. 1984) . Sequencing of the voltage-gated Ca 2þ (Ca V ) channel from skeletal muscle (Tanabe et al. 1987 ) and the K þ (K V ) channel encoded by the Shaker gene of Drosophila (Tempel et al. 1987 ) strengthen the notion that voltagegated ion channels form a protein superfamily with a common activation mechanism (Hille 2001) . When knowledge of the first channel sequence (Noda et al. 1984) was combined with the evidence from gating current studies (Armstrong 1981) , the first molecular models of voltage-dependent activation quickly followed (Noda et al. 1984; Kosower 1985; Greenblatt et al. 1985; Guy and Seetharamulu 1986; Catterall 1986 ). Voltage-gated cation channels were found to consist of four homologous domains (as either tandem regions of a single protein chain in Na V and Ca V channels or as four separate protein chains in K V channels), each comprising six transmembrane helical segments, termed S1 through S6 by Noda et al. (1984) (Fig. 2a) . The S4 segment, which is rich in basic side chains and exhibits a conserved sequence triplet motif consisting of one basic residue (mostly arginine) followed by two hydrophobic residues (Fig. 3) was proposed as the voltage-sensing element in voltage-gated cation channels (Noda et al. 1984; Tempel et al. 1987; Greenblatt et al. 1985; Guy and Seetharamulu 1986; Catterall 1986 ). Charge pairing between the basic residues in S4 and acidic residues in the surrounding transmembrane segments was also invoked as a way to stabilize S4 within the membrane dielectric (Armstrong 1981; Greenblatt et al. 1985; Guy and Seetharamulu 1986; Catterall 1986 ).
Cloning of voltage-dependent cation channels introduced the ability to study a specific channel in virtual isolation, by expressing it in oocytes or mammalian cell lines with low background of intrinsic membrane currents. Expression in these systems can achieve substantially higher channel densities than in natural tissues such as the squid giant axon, and advances in instrumentation allow measurements of electrical currents from a controlled number of channels at large signal-to-noise ratios (Sakmann and Neher 1984) . The combination of these techniques with site-directed mutagenesis started the era of structure-function relationship studies in voltage-gated ion channels. It was shown early on that not only the charged residues themselves but also the specificity of the triplet motif in the S4 segment play a key role in voltage-dependent activation Auld et al. 1990; Papazian et al. 1991; Liman et al. 1991; McCormack et al. 1991) . Neutralization of S4 charges was found to alter the magnitude of the total gating charge (Schoppa et al. 1992; Aggarwal and MacKinnon 1996; Seoh et al. 1996) . Similarly, site-directed mutagenesis also proved a role in voltage-dependent activation for charge pairing between S4 and the S2 and S3 segments (Papazian et al. 1995; Planells-Cases et al. 1995; Seoh et al. 1996; Tiwari-Woodruff et al. 2000) . Fig. 1 Electrical characterization of voltage-sensing motions. a Gating (or sensing) currents from the Ciona intestinalis voltage-sensing phosphatase C363S mutant expressed in Xenopus oocytes. The membrane potential was initially held at À60 mV, and ON sensing currents (upward deflections) were elicited by depolarizing to a potential in the range of À80 to þ140 mV using 800-ms test pulses. OFF sensing currents were recorded after repolarization to À60 mV.
b Corresponding Q-V curve. Steady-state net charges values calculated by integration of the current traces are plotted against the corresponding membrane potential value. The charge (Q) versus membrane potential (V) relationship was fitted to a Boltzmann distribution (shown in red; see Eq. 1). Adapted from (Villalba-Galea 2012) (Color figure online)
Early gating current experiments used signal subtraction techniques to identify the gating current (Armstrong 1981) . The era of optimized expression systems brought the first direct measurement of isolated gating currents in mammalian brain Na V channel , Shaker K V channel (Bezanilla et al. 1991) , and mammalian cardiac Ca V channel (Neely et al. 1993) . The discrete nature of the gating current, central to the Hodgkin and Huxley hypothesis, was verified by fluctuation analyses of gating current recordings, which revealed the magnitude of the elementary charge movements to be on the order of 2 e Crouzy and Sigworth 1993; Sigg et al. 1994) . Sigg et al. (1994) performed their measurements on a variant of the Shaker channel in which all traces of ionic current were inherently abolished (Perozo et al. 1993) , which allowed them to follow the time course of the gating current with enough detail to perform kinetic modeling. Their analysis showed that the elementary contributions to the gating current occur at two different time scales, with the main fluctuation of 2.4 e preceded by smaller and faster contributions. Fig. 2 The structure of the K V 1.2 paddle-chimera channel (Long et al. 2007 ) in a lipid bilayer. a Cut-away view highlighting a single protein chain colored by transmembrane segment (S1, cyan; S2, green; S3, orange; S4, red; S5 lime; S6, ochre). The connecting region between S1 and S2 is not shown for clarity. The other three protein chains are shown in a transparent molecular surface representation colored white. Lipids are shown as filled-spheres with the headgroups in yellow. b Top view. The pore domain results from the assembly of the S5 through S6 regions of the four protein chains. The four S1-S4 VSDs are on the periphery of the pore domain. The protein chains are shown in a molecular surface representation. Lipids are shown as filled-spheres (headgroups in yellow) and K þ ions are shown as white spheres. The images correspond to a configuration from an all-atom molecular dynamics simulation of the full-length K V 1.2 paddle-chimera channel embedded in a lipid bilayer in excess water (the latter are not shown for clarity) (Color figure online) Fig. 3 Multisequence alignment of S1-S4 VSDs performed by Palovcak et al. (2014) . Only the putative transmembrane regions are shown. Sequence positions determined by Palovcak et al. (2014) to be evolutionary ''constrained'' are shown with a colored background according to the most frequent residue type at that position (basic, blue; acidic, red; polar, green; aromatic, purple; hydrophobic, gray (Color figure online)
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Voltage-Sensing Domains as Modular Functional Units
In the tradition of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) , electrophysiology experiments are modeled using kinetic theory. Constraints from detailed analyses of gating currents and the control of the ionic currents via molecular manipulations have produced a series of sophisticated kinetic models of voltage-dependent activation (Zagotta et al. 1994; Schoppa and Sigworth 1998; Ledwell and Aldrich 1999) ,which assume that each S4 segment moves independently between the channel resting state and a pre-open activated state, followed by a concerted transition that opens the pore domain gate. Thus, at the core of these models is the idea that voltage-gated channels are modular entities.
The notion of separate domains for selective permeation and voltage-dependent activation in voltage-gated channels originates in the first reports on the identification and functional characterization of non-voltage-dependent K þ channels spanning only two transmembrane segments per subunit and exhibiting a high degree of homology to the S5 through S6 conserved regions of K V channels; the list includes two inward-rectifying mammalian channels (Kubo et al. 1993; Ho et al. 1993) , and the prokaryotic K þ channel from Streptomyces lividans (KcsA) (Schrempf et al. 1995) , which only a few years later yielded the first atomic resolution ion channel structure (Doyle et al. 1998) . Perhaps the first clear evidence for the existence of a voltage-sensing domain (VSD) as an evolutionary conserved functional module in voltage-gated channels came from the studies by Li-Smerin and Swartz of binding specificity of tarantula venom peptide toxins. Two different but highly homologous toxins known to target specific K V and Ca V channels by modifying their voltage-dependent activation were shown to bind to a similar region in both K V or Ca V channels between the S3 and S4 segments (Li-Smerin and Swartz 1998) . Functional modularity in voltage-gated channels was finally proven by Lu and coworkers, who showed that VSDs from the Shaker K V channel engineered into the non-voltage-gated KcsA confer strong voltage dependence (Lu et al. 2002 (Lu et al. , 2001 ).
The next breakthrough in the study of voltage sensing across membranes is the atomic resolution crystallographic structures of prokaryotic and eukaryotic K V channels reported by MacKinnon and collaborators (Jiang et al. 2003a; Lee et al. 2005; Long et al. 2005 Long et al. , 2007 Chen et al. 2010) , as well as the most recent structures of bacterial Na V channels (Payandeh et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012) . These structures reveal a conserved modular architecture for voltage-gated ion channels from Archaea to mammals, in which VSDs comprised by the S1 through S4 segments appear as independent structural units loosely attached to a central pore domain (Fig. 2b) . Further reinforcing the idea of the S1-S4 VSD as a modular unit, the isolated VSD from the thermophile Aeropyrum pernix K V channel (KvAP) has been expressed in bacteria, crystallized (Jiang et al. 2003a) , and reconstituted into micellar and membrane environments (Chakrapani et al. 2008; Krepkiy et al. 2009; Butterwick and MacKinnon 2010; Gupta et al. 2011) .
Another striking development during the last ten years was the discovery of two new membrane protein families containing VSDs but lacking separate pore domains. The voltage-gated proton channel (Hv1) (Ramsey et al. 2006; Sasaki et al. 2006 ) is a pH-sensitive proton-selective voltage-dependent channel with a homodimeric functional unit (Koch et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2008; Tombola et al. 2008) . Each subunit forms a VSD with a gated proton permeation pathway, which is presumably shared with the translocation pathway of the S4 charges during gating (Koch et al. 2008; Tombola et al. 2008) . The voltagesensing phosphatase (VSP) (Murata et al. 2005 ) is a family of enzymes consisting of a single VSD and a cytoplasmic domain of phosphoinositide phosphatase homologous to phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) (Kohout et al. 2008 ). Similar to voltage-gated cation channels, the VSD in VSP has been shown to regulate the catalytic domain through an electromechanical coupling mechanism that depends on the specificity of the linker between the two domains (Murata and Okamura 2007; Kohout et al. 2010) .
The crystallographic and solution NMR structures from voltage-gated cation channels show the VSD in a similar ''up'' conformation with S4 closer to the extracellular side of the membrane. In contrast, the VSD crystallographic structures for VSP from Ciona intestinalis (Ci-VSP) and Hv1 from mouse, reported recently (Li et al. 2014; Takeshita et al. 2014) , show the VSD in a ''down'' conformation with S4 closer to the intracellular side. Given that the Q-V curves of Hv1 and VSP are shifted to more positive potentials than K V and Na V channels, these results suggest that the ''up'' and ''down'' conformations observed in the VSD structures determined in the absence of a membrane potential may reflect, respectively, structures close to and away from the VSD activated state. Following this reasoning, to stabilize the up state in the absence of a membrane potential, Li et al. (2014) also determined the structure of the R217E Ci-VSP variant whose Q-V curve is negatively shifted with respect to wild-type. Comparison of the two structures largely confirms the mechanistic features inferred from functional studies on voltage-gated cation channels.
Voltage-Sensing Domain Solvation in the Membrane
The available structures show the VSD as a four-helix bundle shaped like an hourglass, with two crevices open to the extracellular and intracellular aqueous media, and a central constriction (Fig. 4a) (Jiang et al. 2003a; Long et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2010; Butterwick and MacKinnon 2010; Payandeh et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012; Li et al. 2014; Takeshita et al. 2014) . In most structures, the crevices are separated by a cluster of hydrophobic residues, featuring a highly conserved Phe in S2 and Ile in S1 (Palovcak et al. 2014) (Fig. 3) . All four transmembrane segments have a face exposed to the lipid bilayer hydrocarbon core, but the conserved S4 basic side chains and S1-S3 acidic side chains (Palovcak et al. 2014) are either housed in the crevices, where they are engaged in saltbridge interactions, or are placed at locations where they would be exposed to the membrane-water interface (Fig. 4a ). Molecular models of membranes embedded with VSDs from atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations predicted that the lipid bilayer would arrange itself around the VSD so as to maximize the interactions of the headgroups with the ends of the VSD, which are decorated with polar, aromatic, and charged residues (Fig. 4b) (Freites et al. 2006; Sands and Sansom 2007; Treptow and Tarek 2006; Jogini and Roux 2007) . This rearrangement of the membrane interface allows waters to penetrate deeply into the hourglass architecture where they solvate the internal salt-bridge network. All of the S4 charges exhibit a complete solvation shell consisting of waters, carboxyl groups or anionic lipid head groups, with the exact composition of each solvation shell depending on the conformation of the VSD, and the position of the basic side chain in the S4 segment (Treptow and Tarek 2006; Krepkiy et al. 2009; Schow et al. 2010) .
The predictions from atomistic simulations were later confirmed by a series of structural studies on the isolated KvAP VSD embedded in membrane model systems. Sitedirected spin labeling and EPR spectroscopy revealed water filled crevices that are consistent with the hydration patterns observed in the atomistic MD simulations (Chakrapani et al. 2008) . Transmembrane density profiles from lamellar neutron diffraction experiments showed distortions in the lipid bilayer and water penetration that were consistent with simulation systems prepared to mimic the density and composition of the experimental systems (Krepkiy et al. 2009 ). Solid-state NMR data showed shortrange interactions between the S4 charges and the same set of solvation partners predicted by atomistic simulations (Krepkiy et al. 2009 (Krepkiy et al. , 2012 . Finally, a H-D exchange transmembrane profile determined by neutron interferometry from solid-supported VSDs monolayers solubilized in detergent, in which the VSD exhibit a similar transmembrane profile as the VSD structure from solution NMR (Butterwick and MacKinnon 2010) , was found to reproduce the transmembrane profile from simulations of the VSD embedded in a lipid bilayer (Gupta et al. 2012) .
Full internal hydration of the VSD embedded in a membrane is consistent with a large body of evidence from Cys scanning mutagenesis combined with accessibility assays employing small thiol-reactive compounds, which (Long et al. 2007 ) in a lipid bilayer in excess water. a The VSD architecture houses two clusters of basic and acidic side chains separated by two hydrophobic residues. The residues determined by Palovcak et al. (2014) to be evolutionary ''constrained'' are shown as filled-spheres (basic, blue; acidic, red; polar, green; hydrophobic, white. See Fig. 3 for detailed sequence). The VSD is shown in ribbon representation with the same color scheme as in Fig. 2 . The lipid phosphate groups are shown in yellow. b Solvation of the VSD by the membrane. Waters penetrate deeply into the VSD crevices. The VSD is shown in ribbon representation (orange) with the conserved residues in licorice representation colored by atom name. Waters within the first two coordination shells of the VSD are shown in red. Other waters are in purple. Lipids are shown as filled-spheres with the headgroups in yellow (Color figure online) revealed that the S4 charges were exposed to the extracellular and intracellular aqueous media, and that the pattern of exposure (i.e., which specific sidechains were exposed to the intracellular or extracellular side) was voltage-dependent (Larsson et al. 1996; Baker et al. 1998; Yang and Horn 1995; Yang et al. 1996 Yang et al. , 1997 Yusaf et al. 1996; Wang et al. 1999) . Complementary site-directed fluorescence measurements strongly suggested that changes in S4 accessibility are due to VSD conformational changes that occur during voltage-dependent activation (Mannuzzu et al. 1996; Cha and Bezanilla 1997; Gandhi et al. 2003; Pathak et al. 2007 ).
Non-conducting VSDs from K V and Na V channels may be rendered permeable to cations or protons by mutation of the S4 charges (Starace et al. 1997; Bezanilla 2001, 2004; Tombola et al. 2005 Tombola et al. , 2007 Sokolov et al. 2005 Sokolov et al. , 2007 Sokolov et al. , 2010 . This finding strongly suggests that the motion of charges within the VSD occurs through a hydrophilic permeation pathway that is blocked in native VSDs of voltage-gated cation channels and VSPs Campos et al. 2007) .
Taken together, results from both structural and functional studies converge to the principle that the architecture of the VSD is optimized to allow for stable voltage-dependent transmembrane conformations that result in net charge displacements within the membrane electric field. Indeed, the experimental evidence strongly suggests that the electric field is not uniform in membranes embedded with VSDs. Instead, the membrane dielectric barrier is expected to be substantially shorter within the VSD than the 30-40 Å thickness of the lipid bilayer hydrocarbon core, a phenomenon referred in the literature as ''focusing'' of the membrane electric field (Fig. 5c ) (Islas and Sigworth 2001; Ahern and Horn 2005; Starace and Bezanilla 2004) .
The discovery of the two additional protein families described above gives rise to the notion of a superfamily of protein containing S1-S4 VSDs. A recent study (Palovcak et al. 2014 ) reported a statistical analysis of a large multiple sequence alignment of VSD sequences encompassing the whole superfamily. In addition to the expected conservation of functionally relevant residues, Palovcak et al. (2014) found evolutionarily constrained networks that define the interfaces between S1-S2 and S2-S3 but not with S4. The solvation of the VSD, as described here, is reflected in the nature of the coevolving residue contacts that line the interior of the VSD. In addition, coevolving residue pairs were identified that would only have occurred in the resting conformation of the VSD. Thus, the core structure-function relationships of VSDs described so far can be recast as evolutionary design principles.
Motion of Gating Charges in Voltage-Sensing Domains
It is now well established that voltage-dependent conformational changes in VSDs involve the displacement of the S4 segment. The available experimental evidence and molecular models also suggest that sequential charge pair formation between the basic side chains in S4 and the conserved acidic sidechains in S1-S3 is a structural signature of voltage-sensing motion (Papazian et al. 1995; Tiwari-Woodruff et al. 1997; DeCaen et al. 2008 DeCaen et al. , 2009 DeCaen et al. , 2011 Delemotte et al. 2011; Henrion et al. 2012) . The formation of these salt-bridges has been shown to be strictly necessary for the partitioning and assembly of VSDs in the ER membrane and for their surface expression (Papazian et al. 1995; Tiwari-Woodruff et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 2007 ), but the Coulomb interactions that could help stabilize the transmembrane topology during protein maturation are likely to be weakened in the hydrated interior of the VSD. Thus, the role of sequential charge pair formation during voltage sensing appears to be more subtle than the originally proposed gating charge stabilization (Guy and Seetharamulu 1986; Catterall 1986) .
Functional characterization of voltage-gated channel variants where the VSD conserved sites for acidic and basic side chains are neutralized is a classical experiment used to understand the role of charge pair interactions in voltage gating (Papazian et al. 1995) as well as to study the contribution of specific residues to the total gating charge the VSD (Seoh et al. 1996) . Ahern and coworkers (Pless et al. 2011 ) recently revisited the case of contributions to the voltage-sensing function of two of the conserved acidic side chains in the S2 and S3 segments in the Shaker channel (E293 and D316, respectively). Previous studies achieved charge neutralization by mutating each acidic residue to the corresponding amide (i.e Glu to Gln and Asp to Asn), and reported that electrostatic interactions between S4 arginines and these two residues were key to the voltage-sensing function (Papazian et al. 1995; Seoh et al. 1996) in Shaker. Pless et al. (2011) argued that such substitution does not abolish the electrostatic interaction but instead introduces a potential hydrogen bond donor group in place of the acidic side chain. They compared the behavior of the amidated side chain to the mutation to the unnatural amino acid nitrohomoalanine, whose nitro functional group is isosteric and isoelectronic to the carboxyl group. Remarkably, while the amidated substitutions altered the voltage dependence of the channel conductance, the neutralization produced no effect on either site. The same experiment performed on the third conserved sidechain (E283 in S2), which is considered to be central to the stabilization of the activated state of the VSD due to the inferred electrostatic interactions with two inner Args of S4, produced only a mild shift in the stability of the channel open state to more positive voltages, but a completely new phenotype upon amidation. They concluded that the main role of charge pairing in the interior of the VSD is not stabilization of a transmembrane conformation through Coulomb interactions. Rather, they suggested, given the abundant evidence reviewed in the previous section, that these charge pairings facilitate the internal hydration of the VSD, thereby contributing to a more polar environment for the motion of the S4 charges.
Recent atomistic MD simulations on the 10-ls timescale of the KvAP VSD in a hydrated lipid bilayer provide a model for the generation of gating charge displacements consistent with the results of Pless et al. (2011) . These simulations recorded a net gating charge displacement of 1 e upon membrane repolarization, which was produced by the concerted motion of three S4 basic side chains. The S4 charges remained fully hydrated at all times and their motion was characterized as water-catalyzed charge pair exchanges with the conserved acidic side chains in S1-S3 (Fig. 6) . Similar observations were made in 100-ls timescale atomistic simulations of a full-length eukaryotic K V channel by Jensen et al. (2012) .
The evidence discussed so far establishes the internal hydration of the VSD as a key element of the voltagesensing mechanism but it does not answer the question of how the S4 segment remains stable as a transmembrane helix during voltage-dependent activation. All the available VSD structures in the ''up'' conformation show the S4 segment forming a helix-turn-helix motif with the C-terminal half of S3, termed the voltage-sensing paddle by MacKinnon and coworkers (Jiang et al. 2003a) , who suggested could be considered as a hydrophobic cation (Jiang et al. 2003b ). Subsequently, Swartz et al. (Alabi et al. 2007; Bosmans et al. 2008 ) demonstrated that the voltage-sensing paddle was a modular, portable unit by engineering fully functional eukaryotic K V chimeric channels containing paddle motifs from KvAP, Ci-VSP, Hv1 and Na V VSDs. Consistent with the analyses of Palovcak et al. (2014) , discussed in the previous section, the results by Swartz and coworkers suggest that there are no evolutionary constraints between the voltage-sensing paddle motif and the rest of the VSD. Furthermore, an extensive analysis of the interaction of these chimeras with tarantula venom toxins places the paddle motif in the lipid membrane environment (Alabi et al. 2007 ). More recently, Lu et al. used state-dependent engineered disulfide bond formation to show that the voltage-sensing paddle exists in functional Shaker channels expressed in oocytes (Xu et al. 2013) . In that same study, Lu and coworkers report an extensive electrophysiological study on deletion mutants showing that hydrophobic interactions between S3 and S4 in the voltage-sensing paddle are the key to the stabilization of the channel in the open state (Xu et al. 2013) . Thus, the functional role of the voltagesensing paddle is suggested to be the energetic stabilization of the S4 segment in a helical conformation during voltagedependent activation. 
Voltage-Dependent Structural Studies
A complete mechanistic model of voltage sensing in membranes will require the full characterization of voltagedependent conformational changes in VSDs with atomic resolution. It is apparent that the inherent limitation of conventional structural determination techniques to probe membrane-embedded protein samples in the presence of a membrane electric field renders them unlikely to achieve this goal. However, the methodological principles of atomic resolution structure determination of macromolecules should remain the same regardless of the specific techniques employed. A macromolecular structure is the end result of a constrained optimization of a molecular model on an empirical potential energy surface. All that is needed is the right combination of experimental observables that can be translated into spatial restraints and used as input to simulations that closely resemble the experimental system. Alternative conformations of K V , Na V and Hv1 VSDs have been generated using atomistic MD simulations of membrane systems combined with experimentally derived distance restraints (Delemotte et al. 2011; Vargas et al. 2011; Henrion et al. 2012; Yarov-Yarovoy et al. 2012) or the combination of positional and distance restraints (Schow et al. 2010) . The distance restraints employed were from direct assays or inferred from functional studies. Despite differences in systems, experimental techniques used to derived restraints, as well as simulation methodologies, all of the models of the VSD in a resting state generated in this manner converge to a similar conformation (Vargas et al. 2012; Souza et al. 2014) . A survey of all of these models was recently performed (Souza et al. 2014) to theoretically address a question that cannot be answered through gating current measurement: do gating currents arise exclusively from the motion of charges in a largely immutable membrane electric field or is there a contribution from reshaping of the field accompanying the motion of S4. The findings of Souza et al. (2014) suggest that there are no dynamic changes to the membrane electric field during voltage sensing, implying that functional diversity is a direct reflection of the diversity in the superfamily of proteins containing VSDs.
Voltage-dependent changes in the 1-D transmembrane structure of the VSD from KvAP, vectorially oriented within a phospholipid bilayer membrane, have been recently characterized using time-resolved X-ray and neutron interferometry (Tronin et al. 2014) . The results were found to be in good agreement with 1-D distributions from simulations of the KvAP VSD in lipid bilayers in up and down state conformations (Freites et al. 2006; Krepkiy et al. 2009; Schow et al. 2010) . This approach could be use to map the voltage-dependent position of specific residues along the transmembrane direction using selective labeling. The combination of this kind of data with state-dependent cross-linking assays (Henrion et al. 2012; Yarov-Yarovoy et al. 2012 ) could provide a broad-based set of spatial restraints that would be sufficient to refine atomistic models of VSDs using atomistic MD simulations.
